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 Even though, I do not get to select the jury/ the reality is that you
should be aware of what is expected of you.

Jury selection questions

1.  Do you believe in freedom, the reality of a threat (therefore a cause to
intervene) for society:  must be governed by its truth?
YOU; Answer, and explain.

2.  Do you believe that penalties should be fair and balanced for all/
thereby when the reality of money is used, it must be, a percentage; “tied
to income”:   because to be equal punishment, “it must hurt each one, the
same”?
YOU; Answer, and explain.

3.  Do you accept: that the foundation for this society is constitutional
law, as is democracy itself.  THE RIGHT of we the people to decide our
future/ by redress when necessary?
YOU; Answer, and explain.

4.  Do you understand, the difference between a threat, and a reality of
choice?
YOU; Answer, and explain.

5.  Do you understand, the choice you make is for this state, affects
yourselves;  or even the nation in terms of freedom and democracy?  The
question is who has the right?  NOT, if the rule owns us all/ but if
redress is necessary.
YOU; Answer, and explain.

6.  Will you respect the preamble to the US constitution, which clearly
states: for a better society, and a better world, we must work together. 
“United, as we the people”?  Which DOES include the establishment of
true boundaries, real freedom, equitable punishment, and THE LAW
must be obeyed by our employees hired to provide “government”.
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YOU; Answer, and explain.

7.  Will you remember:   that people died for freedom, for the liberty to
choose “our government, shall be OUR WAY”/ as we the people!  That
ain’t a game, the consequences are very real!  As is your decision, in this
moment; for this state, and its people.
                       I, will Answer, and explain.

At no time in the history of this state or nation, has there ever been
a “redress trial”/ even though it is first amendment law, and fifth
amendment state law.  Not because people have not tried, but as has
been proven by me in lawsuit after lawsuit: our employees from the least
court to the US supreme court/ from the president, to governor, to
politicians, to police, and every lawyer in-between: ALL have refused to
obey this law called redress for the nation.  It is your turn to decide= to
choose for this nation and this state, if democracy is a game, or a right by
law.

To achieve that law for all the people, and establish “WE THE
PEOPLE”, the constitution itself, is sovereign here:   redress must be
applied to this case, by jury decision.  That the people of, this judicial
district SHALL BE called, by this court:   to make its decision, for this
state;  yes or no by media advertizing.  To bring those in this entire
district,  who will then comprise redress trial {their voice for us all/ your
voice for them}. This is then:   The investigation of our employees, by
their oath.  Our reality as a state or nation & the true examination of
our freedoms/ penalties/ rights/ sovereignty/ and THE THREATS
against us.  The composition of our future.  To establish WHO rules
over this democracy:   by lottery, as none are unaffected by the
outcome.  WE THE PEOPLE, ruled/ or we the people FREED, to rule
ourselves, and this state or nation by law;  proven true!

To understand the true dimensions of this trial, the element within
which your decision matters.  You must accept the conditions of threat
that we face as a world.  From the reality of a silent spring: caused by the
mutilation of plants/ pollution/ insecticides and other: intended, to
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completely destroy the insect populations.  A critical food source for
birds/ aquatic life/ reptiles/ and many mammals in “desperate” times.
BREAK the chain of life, and everything dependent dies. To the essence
of every foundation upon which we depend, for life as a planet.   TO
BE WRONG, is to destroy us all.  Therefore trial exists, to examine/
investigate/ establish/ and define the future of our world:    BY
REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES.    Our authority as a nation or state.

Should the jury declare:  yes, this opportunity to govern ourselves/
and protect our future is NECESSARY.  THEN this court is ordered to
provide redress of grievance trial as provided for, by constitutional
decree: for the people. Then the jury shall order the court to pay for and
cause to exist, “this ad”.  By public media, wherein a 50% of the
available adult public shall be proven or  expected to be:   “Notified”. 

 The court shall additionally present through media ad, either:  
public participation through knowledge regarding the facts of the case:
by creating, and advertizing its own “internet web site” so that all
documentation in the case can be studied by the public.  Or shall direct
the public to my web site for this purpose called www.trialoflife.info 

THE AD, (or, its equivalent)

We the people of the jury, acting on behalf of the public interest in
this trial TR 0022442.  Details at www.trialoflife.info 

Having found sufficient cause:   within the critical terms of 
democracy/ freedom/ realities of punishment, thereby justice/ rights/
threats to ourselves/ and contractual constitutional law.

  As is provided by the first amendment to the US CONSTITUTION
& the fifth amendment to the IL state constitution:   THE LEGAL
GUARANTEE called    REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES, for this people. 
THE LAW, of this state and nation.
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We the jury thereby DO RECOMMEND: that a trial constituting
redress for and of the people,  shall go forward, in this courthouse, at
the earliest possible time.  With a new jury: chosen by lottery, among
those who do file their own request to participate in that redress trial,
for the people. [a simple postcard with your name and address to:
champaign county court  101 E. Main, Urbana IL 61801, establishes
involvment.]  Thereby representing the people of this judicial district in
the state of IL, to judge our need, as this society itself. 

 FOR THE PURPOSE OF:   Authorizing the sovereign legal
right of ownership, and the guaranteed right that is    WE THE
PEOPLE,   of this state and nation.  To decide the issue of trial:  for
the rest, by redress.  The question: (1.)  if we ourselves MUST or
(shall not) enter into the critical and real examination/ investigation/ and
duty of our current reality, established by those governing ourselves, as
our employees. (2.) TO ASCERTAIN:  The critical truth & reality of
threats potentially causing our extinction, our leaders/  GAMBLING
with our lives.  (3.) To understand as a people: The functional 
relationship of justice, constitutional obedience, and sovereign authority
established by,  we the people: that we do share with those employees: 
who did contract, and are paid,  to govern on our behalf, BY their
OATH.  Hired, Not to rule us, BUT to work as we demand, through the
constitution, on our behalf.  Respecting, Our agreement as a people to
unite under these terms, as one state or nation.

Redress trial acts on behalf of we the people of this state, by
lottery/ because NO single jury or litigant, can demand trial of our
employees.   Should this preliminary jury accept:  “we shall investigate
and examine the facts, to decide for ourselves what is true of our
society” by this jury.  THEN the same basic reality of trial extends to
each and every judicial district in IL, immediately thereafter.  To gather
and determine by, and for the people themselves: as a democracy   “if
we shall indeed take our employees and what they have done/    our
future as life, state or nation:     TO TRIAL.”  Majority rules/ we the
people are judge: by vote.  It is OUR RIGHT!

                (You the jury may keep this notebook,  if you wish)


